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The wind industry can be characterized by the substantia l growth 

of domestic manufacturing and the level of wind deployment 

seen in recent years. Wind power systems are now seen as a 

viable and competitive source of electricity across the nation. 

Wind power's emerg ing role is an important option in a portfolio 

of new energy solutions for fu ture generations. More than 4.5% 

of our nation's electricity came from wind power in 2013, placing 

the industry at a crossroads between the opportunities of higher 

energy penetration and the challenges of increased competition, policy uncertainty, access to 

transmission and lower energy demand. 

The primary goal of the Wind Vision was to gain insights, after analyzing and quantifying a 

future scenario for wind energy, that consider our domestic manufacturing capacity, current 

and projected cost trends, sensitivities to future demand and fuel prices, and transmission 

needs. The Wind Vision was accomplished by bringing together leaders in energy in an effort 

to pool their insights, build upon their advancements, and learn from their accomplishments to 

project a credible future supported by the economic and societa l benefits o f wind energy. 

In writ ing the Wind Vision, we recognize that the Energy Department is not the sole agent 

to drive a new future for the industry, but the federal Wind Program can provide focus and 

direction by leading efforts to accelerate the development of next-generation wind power 

technologies and assisting in solving key market challenges. 

I would like to express my deepest sense of gratitude to the hundreds of individuals across 

our agency, industry, academia, and our national labs for their support, feedback and strateg ic 

interest in a renewed vision for wind energy. Their level of involvement signals a bright future 

for the wind industry. 

The stakes for the nation are high. I am confident that, with sustained leadership in innovation, 

U.S. wind power will continue to make a significant contribution to the ever-evolving energy 

landscape. The Wind Vision is intended to assist in prioritizing the decisions needed to increase 

the economic competitiveness of the U.S. wind industry throughout the 21st century. 

Jose Zayas 

Director, Wind and Water Power Technologies Office 

U.S. Department of Energy 

March 12, 2015 
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Executive Summary: Overview 
The U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) Wind and 
Water Power Technologies Office led a comprehen
sive analysis to evaluate future pathways for the wind 
industry. Through a broad-based collaborative effort, 
the Wind Vision had four principal objectives: 

1. Documentation of the current state of wind power 
in the United States and identification of key tech
nological accomplishments and societal benefits 
over the decade leading up to 2014; 

2. Exploration of the potential pathways for wind 
power to contribute to the future electricity needs 
of the nation, including objectives such as reduced 
carbon emissions, improved air quality, and 
reduced water use; 

3. Quantification of costs, benefits, and other impacts 
associated with continued deployment and growth 
of U.S. wind power; and 

4. Identification of actions and future achievements 
that could support continued growth in the use 
and application of wind-generated electricity. 

The conclusions of this collaborative effort, summa
rized below, demonstrate the important role that 
wind power has in the U.S. power sector and highlight 
its potential to continue to provide clean, reliable and 
affordable electricity to consumers for decades to 
come. The Wind Vision study does not evaluate nor 
recommend policy actions, but analyzes feasibility, 
costs, and benefits of increased wind power deploy
ment to inform policy decisions at the federal, state, 
tribal, and local levels. 

A High U.S. Wind Penetration Future is 
Achievable, Affordable and Beneficial 
Wind power is one of the fastest-growing sources 
of new electricity capacity and the largest source of 
new renewable power generation added in the United 
States since 2000. Changes in wind power market 
dynamics, costs, technology, and deployment since 
the 2008 DOE report, 20% Wind Energy by 2030, 
are documented through analysis of recent his~ory, 
current status (as of 2013), and projected trends. The 
analysis of wind installation and operational experi
ence as of 2013 concludes that: 

• Wind deployment, including associated manufac
turing and installation activities, has demonstrated 
the ability to scale to satisfy rapid build demands, 
including the deployment levels of the Wind Vision 
Study Scenario described below; 

• Wind generation variability has a minimal and 
manageable impact on grid reliability and related 
costs; and 

• Environmental and competing use challenges for 
local communities, including land use, wildlife con
cerns, and radar interference issues, can be effec
tively managed with appropriate planning, technol
ogy, and communication among stakeholders. 

Deployment of wind technology for U.S. 
electricity generation provides a domestic, 
sustainable, and essentially zero-carbon, 
zero-pollution and zero-water use U.S. 
electricity resource. 

The Wind Vision report deepens the understanding 
of U.S. wind power's potential contributions to clean, 
reliable electricity generation and related economic 
and other societal benefits. Results are provided from 
analyses of U.S. greenhouse gas (GHG) and pollution 
reductions, electricity price impacts, job and manu
facturing trends, and water and land use impacts-for 
the years 2020, 2030, and 2050. A high U.S. wind 
penetration is achievable but will require actions as 
identified in the Wind Vision Road map. 

Study Summary 
The Wind Vision report results from a collaboration of 
the DOE with over 250 experts from industry, electric 
power system operators, environmental stewardship 
organizations, state and federal governmental agen
cies, research institutions and laboratories, and siting 
and permitting stakeholder groups. The Wind Vision 
report updates and expands upon the DOE's 2008 
report, 20% Wind Energy by 2030, through analysis 
of scenarios of wind power supplying 10% of national 
end-use electricity demand by 2020, 20% by 2030, 
and 35% by 2050. This Study Scenario provides a 
framework for conducting detailed quantitative impact 
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analyses. The Wind Vision analysis concludes that it 
is both viable and economically compelling to deploy 

U.S. wind power generation in a portfolio of domestic, 
low-carbon, low-pollutant power generation solutions 

at the Study Scenario levels. Realizing these levels 
of deployment, however, would depend upon both 
immediate and long-term actions- principally identi

fying continued wind cost reductions, adding needed 
transmission capacity, and supporting and enhancing 

siting and permitting activities-to complement any 
federal, state, tribal, and local policies that may be 

enacted. Described in the Wind Vision Roadmap, these 
actions focus on specific key challenges and stake
holder actions that should be considered. 

Analysis Overview 
The Wind Vision analysis models three core scenar
ios in order to better understand the sensitivities 
in deployment to various external drivers and, 
subsequently, to understand the likely economic and 
environmental effects of those drivers on the scenar
ios; a Baseline Scenario, with U.S. wind capacity held 
constant at 2013 levels of 61 gigawatts (GW); a Busi
ness-as-Usual Scenario (BAU), and a Study Scenario. 
The BAU Scenario is used to evaluate the industry's 
domestic economic competitiveness today and into 
the future based on central expectations of future 
fossil fuel and renewable costs, energy demand, 
scheduled existing fleet retirements, and federal and 
state policies enacted as of January 1, 2014. 

The Study Scenario starts with current manufacturing 
capacity (estimated at 8-10 GW of nacelle assembly 
and other large turbine components within the U.S. 
today) and applies central projections for variables 
such as wind power costs, fossil fuel costs, and energy 
demand in order to arrive at a credible projected 
pathway that would maintain the existing industry, for 
purposes of calculating potential social and economic 
benefits. The Study Scenario is a plausible outcome, 
representing what could come about through a variety 
of pathways, including aggressive wind cost reduc
tions, high fossil fuel costs, federal or state policy sup
port, high demand growth, or different combinations 
of these factors. The resulting Study Scenario-10% by 
2020, 20% by 2030, and 35% by 2050 wind energy 
as a share of national end-use ·electricity demand- is 
compared against the Baseline Scenario to estimate 
costs, benefits, and other impacts associated with 
potential future wind deployment. 

National average wind costs are rapidly 
approaching cost competitive levels, 
but, without incentives, these costs are 
higher than the national average for 
natural gas and coal costs as of 2013. 
With continued cost reductions, the Wind 
Vision analysis envisions new wind power 
generation costs to be below national 
average costs for both new and existing 
fossil plants within the next decade. 

The Wind Vision study concludes that with continued 
investments in technology innovation, coupled with a 
transmission system that can provide access to high 
resource sites and facilitate grid integration reliably 
and cost-effectively, the Study Scenario is an ambi
tious yet viable deployment scenario. Further, the 
analysis concluded that the U.S. wind supply chain 
has capacity to support Study Scenario wind deploy
ment levels, with cumulative installations of 113 GW of 
generating capacity by 2020, 224 GW by 2030, and 
404 GW by 2050, building from 61 GW installed as of 
the end of 2013. 

Results: Overall Positive Benefit to the Nation 
The Wind Vision concludes that U.S. wind deployment 
at the Study Scenario levels would have an overall 
positive economic benefit for the nation. Numerous 
economic outcomes and societal benefits for the 
Study Scenario were quantified, including:• 

• An approximately 1% increase in electricity costs 
through 2030, shifting to long-term cost savings of 
2% by 2050. This results in cumulative system cost 
savings of $149 billion by 2050. 

• Cumulative benefits of $400 billion (net present 
value 2013-2050) in avoided global damage 
from GHGs with 12.3 gigatonnes of avoided GHG 
emissions through 2050. Monetized GHG benefits 
exceed the associated costs of the Study Scenario 
in 2020, 2030, and 2050 and on a cumulative basis 
are equivalent to a levelized global benefit from 
wind energy of 3.2¢/kWh of wind. 

• Cumulative benefits of $108 billion through 2050 
for avoided emissions of fine particulate matter 
(PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and sulfur dioxides 
(50

2
). Monetized criteria air pollutant benefits 

exceed the associated costs of the Study Scenario 

'Quantitative results presented in this Overview are based on the Central Study Scenario. defined on Page xxviii. t~odeling analysis is based on 
current (as of 2013) and projected trend data to inform inputs, assumptions, and other constraints. Financial results are reported in 2013$ 
except where otherwise noted. 
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in 2020, 2030, and 2050, and on a cumulative basis 
are equivalent to a levelized public health benefit 
from wind energy of 0.9¢/kWh of wind. 

• Quantified consumer cost savings of $280 billion 

through 2050 from reduced natural gas prices out
side of the electricity sector, in response to reduced 
demand for natural gas and its price elasticity. This 

is equivalent to a levelized consumer benefit from 
wind energy of 2.3¢/kWh of wind. 

• A 23% reduction in water consumed by the electric 
sector in 2050, with significant value in locations 

with constrained water availability. 

• Transmission capacity expansion similar to recent 
national transmission installation levels of 870 
miles per year, assuming equivalent single-circuit 

345-kilovolt lines with a 900-MW carrying capacity. 

• Land use requirements for turbines, roads, and 
other wind plant infrastructure of 0.04% of contig

uous U.S. land area in 2050. 

The Study Scenario also identifies certain other 
impacts, such as those to wildlife and local com
munities. It does not, however, monetize these 

impacts, which are highly dependent on specific 
locational factors. 

Roadmap for J<ey Stakeholder Actions 
The Wind Vision analysis concludes that, while the 

Study Scenario is technically viable and econom
ically attractive over the long run, a number of 

stakeholder actions should be considered to achieve 

the associated wind deployment levels. Improving 
wind's competitive position in the market can help 
the nation maintain its existing wind manufacturing 

infrastructure and the wide range of public benefits 
detailed in the Wind Vision, including reducing carbon 
emissions. The Wind Vision report outlines a road map 

for moving forward and identifies the following key 
activities, developed collaboratively with industry and 
stakeholders: 

• Reducing wind power costs; 

• Expanding the developable areas for wind power; 

and 

• Deploying wind in ways that increase economic 
value for the nation, including support for U.S. jobs 

and U.S. manufacturing. 

Wind cost reductions do not depend on disruptive 

technological breakthroughs, but do rely on contin
ued cost improvements, including rotor scale-up; 
taller towers to access higher wind speeds; overall 

plant efficiency improvements achieved through 
advanced controls; improved plant designs enabled 
by deepened understanding of atmospheric physics; 

installation of both intra-region and inter-region 
transmission capacity to high quality wind resource 
locations; and collaboration and co-existence strate

gies for local communities and wildlife that support 
the timely and cost-effective installation of wind 
power plants. 

Risk of Inaction 
Wind's growth over the decade leading to 2014 has 
been driven largely by wind technology cost reduc

tions and federal and state policy support. Without 

actions to support wind's competitive position in the 
market going forward, the nation risks losing its exist
ing wind manufacturing infrastructure and much of the 

public benefit illustrated by the Wind Vision analysis. 

Conclusions 
The Wind Vision analysis demonstrates the economic 

value that wind power can bring to the nation, a value 
exceeding the costs of deployment. Wind's environ
mental benefits can address key societal challenges 

such as climate change, air quality and public health, 

and water scarcity. Wind deployment can provide U.S. 
jobs, U.S. manufacturing, and lease and tax revenues 

in local communities to strengthen and support a 

transition of the nation's electricity sector towards 
a low-carbon U.S. economy. The path needed to 
achieve 10% wind by 2020, 20% by 2030, and 35% 

by 2050 requires new tools, priorities, and emphases 
beyond those forged by the wind industry in growing 

to 4.5% of current U.S. electricity demand. Consid

eration of new strategies and updated priorities as 
identified in the Wind Vision could provide substantial 
positive outcomes for future generations. 
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The Study Scenario results in cumulative savings, benefits, arid an array of additional impacts by 2050. 

System Costs• 

$149 billion (3%) lower 
cumulative electric sector 
expenditures 

! 
Energy Diversity 

Increased wind power 
adds fuel diversity, 

14% reduction in cumulative 
GHG emissions (12.3 giga
tonnes COz-equivalents). 
saving $400 billion in 
avoided global damages 

Benefitsb,c 

$108 billion savings in 
avoided mortality, morbidity, 
and economic damages from 
cumulative reductions in 
emissions of SOz. NOx. and PM 

21.700 premature deaths 
from air pollution avoided 

Additional Impacts 

tt $ ~ 
Jobs Local Revenues Land Use 

Approximately $1 billion in annual Less than 1.5% 
600,000 wind-related land lease payments (106,000 km2) of 

23% less water consump
tion and 15% less water 
withdrawals for the electric 
power sector 

" Public Acceptance 
and Wildlife 

Careful siting, 
continued research. 

making the overall gross jobs spread contiguous U.S. land thoughtful public 
electric sector 20% less across the nation. $440 million annual area occupied by engagement, and an 
sensitive to changes in lease payments for wind power plants emphasis on opti-
fossil fuel costs. offshore wind plants mizing coexistence 

Less than 0.04% can support con-
The predictable, long- More than $3 billion (3,300 km2) of tinued responsible 
term costs of wind in annual property contiguous U.S. land deployment that 
power create down- tax payments area impacted by minimizes or 
ward price pressure on turbine pads, roads, eliminates negative 
fossil fuels that can and other associated impacts to wildlife and 
cumulatively save infrastructure local communities 
consumers $280 billion 
from lower natural 
gas prices outside the 
electric sector. 

Note: Cumulative costs and benefits are reported on a Net Present Value basis for the period of 2013 through 2050 and reflect the difference 
in impacts between the Central Study Scenario and the Baseline Scenario. Results reported here reflect central estimates wi thin a range; see 
Chapter 3 for additional detail. Financial results are reported in 2013$ er.cept where otherwise noted. 

a. Electric sector expenditures include capital. fuel. and operations and maintenance for transmission and generation of all technologies modeled. 
but excludes consideration of est imated. benefi ts (e.g., GHG emissions). 

b. l·1orbidity is the incidence o f disease or rate of sickness in a populat ion. 

c. Water consumption refers to water that is used and not returned to the source. Water withdrawals are eventually returned to the water source. 
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Executive Summary: Key Chapter Findings 

ES.l Introduction 
Wind power is one of the fastest-growing sources 
of new electricity supply and the largest source 
of new renewable power generation added In the 
United States since 2000. Wind power generation 
in the United States has tripled, increasing from 
1.5% of annual electricity end-use demand in 2008 
to 4.5% through 2013. As of 2013, there were more 
than 61 gigawatts (GW) of wind generating capacity 
installed, and electric system operators and utilities 
throughout the country routinely consider wind 
power as part of a diverse electricity generation 
portfolio. Interest in wind power is stimulated by its 
abundant resource potential (more than 10 times 
current electricity demand); competitive, long-term 
stable pricing; economic development potential; and 
environmental attributes, including its ability to sup
port reduced carbon emissions, improved air quality, 
and reduced water use. 

At the same time, low natural gas prices, low whole
sale electricity prices, and reduced demand for 
electricity since 2008 are Impacting investments for 
all new electric generation. Annual U.S. wind capac
ity additions have varied dramatically as a function 
of these factors as well as trends in wind power costs 
and policy. 

In this context, DOE initiated the Wind Vision 
analysis. Led by the Wind and Water Power Technol
ogies Office in DOE's Office of Energy Efficiency and 
Renewable Energy, the collaboration that resulted 
in the Wind Vision represents more than 250 energy 
experts with an array of specialties and includes grid 
operators, the wind industry, science-based organiza
tions, academia, governmental agencies, and environ
mental stewardship organizations. The Wind Vision 
serves as an update and significant expansion of an 
earlier DOE report, 20% Wind Energy by 2030.1 

At Its core, the Wind Vision Is Intended to Inform a 
broad set of stakeholders-Including the Industry, 
pollcymakers, and the public-on the Implications 
of continued U.S. wind deployment. The analysis 
conducted does not result in a prediction or forecast 
of the future, but instead assesses the incremental 
costs associated with the deployment of wind power 
as a major part of the nation's energy future, and 
compares these costs to the value of the resulting 
benefits. One of the greatest challenges for the 21st 
century will be bringing affordable, secure, clean 
energy to the world. This report considers the contri
bution of U.S. wind power in resolving that challenge. 

ES.1.1 Project Perspective 
and Approach 
In 2008, DOE evaluated the technical feasibility 
of a scenario In which 20% of the nation's annual 
electricity consumption was served by wind power 
In 2030. The resulting report, 20% Wind Energy by 
2030, concluded that the U.S. power system could 
support a 20% wind penetration scenario with an 
increase in electric sector expenditures of 2% over 
the time frame of the study (2008- 2030), relative to 
a future with no new wind. The report also identified 
key activities to be addressed, including expanding 
transmission infrastructure, reducing the cost of wind 
power, integrating wind reliably into the bulk power 
system, and addressing potential concerns related to 
siting and permitting of wind plants. Since the release 
of 20% Wind Energy by 2030, wind power's installed 
capacity has increased by a factor of three. As of 
2013, annual installations have surpassed the initial 
levels envisioned in the 20% scenario and progress 
has been made across the challenges that were 
identified. The Wind Vision documents the industry's 
progress since the 2008 report, leveraging the past to 
inform future opportunities. 

I. 20% Wind Energy by 2030: Increasing Wind Energy's Contribution to U.S. Electricity Supply. U.S. Department of Energy. Washington, 
DC: DOE, 2008. Accessed Feb. 4, 2015: http://energy.gov/eere/IVind/20-wind-energy-2030·increasing-l'lind-energys-contribulion-us
electricity-supply. 
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Analytical Framework of the Wind VIsion 

The Wind Vision Study Scenario, or Study Scenario, applies a trajectory of 10% of the nation's end-

Wind Vision Study use demand served by wind by 2020, 20% by 2030, and 35% by 2050. It is the primary analysis 

Scenario 
scenario for which costs, benefits, and other impacts are assessed. The Study Scenario comprises a 
range of cases spanning plausible variations from central values of wind power and fossil fuel costs. 
The specific Study Scenario case based on those central values is called the Central Study Scenario. 

The Baseline Scenario applies a constraint of no additional wind capacity after 2013 (wind 
Baseline Scenario capacity fixed at 61 GW through 2050). It is the primary reference case to support comparisons 

of costs, benefits, and other impacts against the Study Scenario. 

The Business-as-Usual (BAU) Scenario does not prescribe a wind future trajectory, but instead 
Business-as-Usual models wind deployment under policy conditions current on January 1, 2014. The BAU Scenario 
Scenario uses demand and cost inputs from the Energy Information Administration's Annual Energy 

Outlook 2014. 

Note: Percentages characterize wind 's contribution to the electric sector as a share of end-use electricity demand (net wind generation 
divided by consumer electricity demand). 

The Wind VIsion analysis also seeks to provide better 
understanding of the future potential of wind power 

and quantify the costs and benefits of continued 
Investment In wind power. The analysis, modeling 

inputs, and conclusions presented are based on the best 
available information from the fi~lds of science, technol
ogy, economics, finance, and engineering, and include 

the historical experience gained from industry growth 
and maturation in the decade leading up to 2014. 

Finally, the Wind Vision is action-oriented. It exam

Ines the continued development and use of wind 
power In the United States. The Wind Vision roadmap 
ident ifies key challenges and the means by which 

they might be resolved. Priorities aim at positioning 

wind power to support the continued transformation 
of the nation's electric power sector. 

Although policy is a key variable that is expected to 
impact the future of wind power in the United States, 

no policy recommendations are included in the 
Wind Vision. Such recommendations are outside the 
scope of the current effort. Nonetheless, the Wind 
Vision, and in particular the assessment of costs and 
benefits, is intended to facilitate informed discus
sions among diverse stakeholder groups regarding 

the future of wind power within the electric power 

sector of the United States. Points of emphasis in the 
Wind Vision analysis are divided into three discrete 
time-scales: near-term (2020), mid-term (2030), and 
long-term (2050). 

The primary analysis of the Wind VIsion centers on 
a future scenario In which wind energy serves 10% 
of the nation's end-use demand by 2020, 20% by 

2030, and 35% by 2050. This scenario, called the 
Wind Vision Study Scenario, was Identified as an 

ambitious but credible scenario after conducting a 
series of exploratory scenario modeling runs under 

Business-as-Usual conditions. In order to quantify 
the costs, benefits, and other Impacts of future wind 

deployment, the outcomes of the Study Scenario 
are compared against those of a reference Baseline 
Scenario that fixes installed wind capacity at year· 

end 2013 levels of 61 GW. The Baseline Scenario and 
Study Scenario are not goals or future projections 
of wind power. Rather they comprise an analytical 

framework that supports detailed analysis of potential 

costs, benefits, and other impacts associated with 
future wind deployment. These three scenarios
Study Scenario, Baseline Scenario, and Business-as
Usual Scenario-are summarized above and constitute 
the primary analytical framework of the Wind Vision. 
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ES.1.2 Understanding the Future 
Potential for Wind Power 
In order to structure a model to consider the future 
potential for wind power, the Wind Vision starts 
with Business-as-Usual, or BAU, conditions. Analysis 
was performed using the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory's Regional Energy Deployment System2 

(ReEDS) capacity expansion model and other sup
porting models and analyses. The ReEDS model relies 
on system-wide least-cost optimization to estimate 
the type and location of fossil, nuclear, renewable, 
and storage resource development; the transmission 
infrastructure expansion requirements of those instal
lations; and the generator dispatch and fuel needed 

Table ES.H . Modeling Inputs and Assumptions in Business-as-Usual Scenario Modeling1·•.s 

r 
~ ~--·-· -...----.- .. 1'"~---.t. . -

Modeling Variables Bus/ness-as·U~ual (BAU) Scenario Sensitivity Variables 
- -

1: AEO 2014 High Economic Growth Case 

Electricity demand 
AEO 2014 Reference Case (annual (annual electric demand growth rate 1.5%) 
electric demand growth rate 0.7%) 2: AEO 2014 Low Economic Growth Case 

(annual electric demand growth rate 0.5%) 

1: Low Oil and Gas Resource and High Coal 

Fossil fuel prices AEO 2014 Reference Case 
Cost cases (AEO 2014) 

2: High Oil and Gas Resource and Low Coal 
Cost cases (AEO 2014) 

Fossil technology and 
AEO 2014 Reference Case None 

nuclear power costs 

1: Low costs: median 2013 costs and 
Median 2013 costs, with cost maximum annual cost reductions reported 

Wind power costs reductions in future years derived in literature 
from literature review 2: High costs: constant wind costs from 

2014-2050 

Other renewable Literature-based central 2013 estimate 
None power costs and future cost characterization 

Policy 
Policies as current and legislated on 

None January 1, 2014 

Pre-2020 expansion limited to 

Transmission 
planned lines; post-2020, economic 

expansion 
expansion, based on transmission line None 
costs from Eastern Interconnection 
Planning Collaborative 

2. The Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS) is a long-term capacity-expansion model for the deployment of electric power gener
ation technologies and transmission infrastructure throughout the contiguous United States. ReEDS is designed to analyze critical issues 
in the electric sector, especially with respect to potential energy policies. such as clean energy and renewable energy standards or carbon 
restrictions. See h/lp://www.nrel.gov/analysis/reeds/ for more information. 

3. Annual Energy Outlook 2014. DOE/ EIA-0383(2014). Washington. DC: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration. 2014. 
Accessed Dec. 14. 2014: hllp.//www.eia.gov/ forecasts/aeo/ 

4. Phase 2 Report: DOE Draft- Parts 2-7. Interregional Transmission Development and Analysis for Three Stakeholder Selected Scenarios. Work 
performed by Eastern Interconnect Planning Collaboration under contract DE-OE0000343. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy, 
December 2012. Accessed Feb. 4. 2015: hllp://www.eipconline.com/Phase_tt_Documrmts.hlml. 

5. Electric Power Nonth/y. U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, 2014. Accessed Dec. 14, 2014: I'IIVIv.eici.gov/ 
electricity/monthly/. 
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to satisfy regional demand requirements and maintain 

grid system adequacy. The model also. ~OQ_siders 

technology, resource, and policy t unitr·a·ints. 

BAU conditions assume a future scenario under 
enacted federal and state policies as of January 1, 
2014. Modeling inputs were extracted from the 

published literature as well as the DOE Energy 
Information Administration's Annual Energy Outlook 
(AEO) 2014. Literature sources were used to develop 

future projections of renewable power cost and 

performance. The AEO was the source for fossil and 
nuclear technology cost and performance projections, 
as well as the source for fuel prices and electricity 

load growth projections. The sources of modeling 
inputs are summarized in Table ES.l-1. 

BAU conditions Indicate that growth in wind gen
eration and capacity will be limited through 2030 

(Figure ES.1-1), with more robust growth occur-
ring between 2030 and 2050. Wind generation is 
projected to settle at about 7% of total electricity 

demand in 2016 after projects currently under con
struction (and qualifying for the federal production 

tax credit) are placed into service. BAU modeling 
projects minimal further growth to 10% by 2030. For 
the period 2015-2030, average annual new capacity 

additions are estimated at 3 GW/year, substantially 
below recent (as of 2013) capacity additions. Negative 

impacts to the wind industry manufacturing sector 

and employment would be expected under BAU. 
After 2030, however, wind becomes more competitive 
as a result of continued cost improvements, projected 

increases in fossil fuel prices, and increased demand 

for new power generation. As a share of total U.S. 
electricity demand, wind power reaches 25% in 2050 
under the BAU Scenario, with average annual new 

capacity additions from 2031 to 2050 corresponding 
generally to historical levels of capacity additions 

between 2009 and 2013. 

Analysis results are informed by an array of sensi
tivities with market conditions that are unfavorable 

to wind. These conditions were developed to under
stand wind growth assuming no further cost reduc
tions, AEO 2014 low coal and natural gas prices, and 

AEO 2014 low electricity demand growth. An array 
of factors could shift growth in wind capacity and 
generation even later in the study period (e.g., after 

2040), such as continued low fossil fuel prices and no 
further reductions in wind power costs. 

Other factors and market conditions, however, such 
as low wind power costs, high fossil fuel prices, or 
high electricity demand can accelerate future wind 
growth and drive wind penetration (as a share of 
total U.s. electricity demand) (Figure ES.1-2). In 

combination, low wind power costs and high fossil 

fuel prices support wind generation levels approach
ing 10% by 2020, 25% by 2030, and 40~ by 2050. 

Under BAU Scenario conditions, w ind stagnates and annual installations fall to levels SO% or more below the 
latest five-year average. 

Period GW/year 
%End-Use 

Electricity Demand 

2009-2013 (actual) 7 4.5% 

2014-2020 4 7% 

2021-2030 3 10% 
2020 2030 2040 2050 

- Wind generation under BAU Scenario 2031- 2050 8 25% 

Note: The BAU Scenario assumes AEO Reference Case htel costs. AEO Reference Case electrici ty demand, median values for renel'lable energy 
costs derived from literature, and policy as current and legislated on January 1, 2014. Percentage of end-use electricity demand data are 
contributions as of the end of the indicated period (e.g., 2009-2013). 

Figure ES.t-1. Wind generation and average new capacity additions under BAU 
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The Study Scenario falls within the range of economic sensitivities on the BAU Scenario. 

0~-----------T------------~----------~----------~ 
2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 

..... Study Scenario - Low Wind Costs - Low Wind Costs and High Fossil Fuel Costs 
- BAU Scenario - High Fossil Fuel Costs - Baseline Scenario 

Figure ES.t-2. Wind Vision Study Scenario relative to BAU and sensitivities6 

Analysis results are informed by an array of sensi
tivities with conditions that are favorable to wind. 
These conditions were developed to understand wind 
growth assuming aggressive wind cost reductions. 
AEO 2014 high coal and natural gas prices, and AEO 
2014 high demand growth (Figure ES.1-2). When 
imposed independently, changes in these variables 
support levels of new wind capacity additions that 
are comparable to recent historical levels (e.g., 7 GW/ 
year from 2009 to 2013) in the near-term (2020) 
and in excess of historical levels from 2030 to 2050. 
In combination, these variables can support levels 
of new wind growth on the order of 10-15 GW/year 
throughout the period of analysis. 

ES.1.3 Defining a Credible Scenario 
to Calculate Costs, Benefits, and 
Other Impacts 
Drawing from the analysis described In Section 
ES.1.2, the Wind Vision Study Scenario was identi
fied as a credible scenario that extends current wind 
deployment trends, leverages the existing domestic 
wind Industry manufacturing base, and comple
ments the broader literature. In the near-term 
(2020), the wind deployment in the Study Scenario is 
consistent with the growth found with aggressive 

wind cost reductions and relatively high fossil fuel 
prices. It also extends recent (as of 2013) deployment 
trends and maintains the existing domestic manu
facturing base. In the mid-term (2030), the Study 
Scenario falls between modeled wind generation 
under aggressive cost reductions or aggressive cost 

6. See Analytical Framework of the Wind Vision at the beginning of the Executive Summary for a brief description of the Wind Vision Study 
scenarios analyzed. 
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Table ES.l-2. Wind Penetration(% share of end-use demand) in BAU Scenario, BAU Sensitivities, and the Study Scenario1 

2013 
4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 

(actual) 

2020 7% 7% 8% 10% 10% 

2030 10% 17% 16% 24% 20% 

2050 25% 32% 34% 41% 35% 

Note: Percentages characterize wind's contribution to the electric sector as a share of end-use electricity demand 
(net wind generation divided by consumer electricity demand). 

reductions coupled to high fossil fuel prices, while 
continuing to build from the existing manufacturing 
base and maintaining consistency with the 2008 
study. In the long-term (2050), the Study Scenario 
is grounded by modeled results under low wind 
costs-i.e., land-based wind levelized cost of electric
ity (LCOE) reduction of 24% by 2020, 33% by 2030, 
and 37% by 2050; and offshore wind LCOE reduction 
of 22% by 2020, 43% by 2030, 51% by 2050 (Figure 
ES.l-2 and Table ES.l-2.). 

The Study Scenario is represented by wind power 
penetration levels, as a share of total U.S. electricity 
demand, of 10% by 2020, 20% by 2030, and 35% 
by 2050. Sensitivity analyses within the Study Sce
nario, maintaining the same wind penetration levels, 
are used to assess the robustness of key results and 
highlight the impacts of varying wind power costs 
and fossil fuel prices. In the Wind Vision, many of the 
results emphasize outcomes across the full range 
of sensitivities; however, the Executive Summary 
primarily presents impacts for a single Central case. 
The Central case, or Central Study Scenario, applies 
common inputs with the BAU Scenario for technology 
cost and performance, fuel pricing, and policy treat
ment, but is distinguished from that scenario by its 

reliance on the prescribed Study Scenario trajectory 
(10% wind penetration by 2020, 20% by 2030, and 
35% by 2050). 

The Study Scenario trajectory falls within the 
range of credible future scenarios, identified in 
BAU and the sensitivity analyses described earlier 
and Illustrated In Figure ES.l-2. The Study Scenario 
seeks to understand the implications of maintaining 
consistency with U.S. wind installation trends and 
performance as well as domestic manufacturing, and 
leverages up-to-date insights into grid integration 
management and transmission capacity. Distributed 
wind applications8 are not explicitly represented but 
are considered as part of the broader land-based 
capacity associated with the Study Scenario. 

Although U.S. wind generation as of 2013 was 
entirely land-based, the Wind VIsion analysis recog
nizes that offshore wind reached 6.5 GW globally in 
2013 and an array of offshore projects In the United 
States are advancing through the development pro
cess. The Study Scenario includes explicit allocations 
for land-based and offshore wind (Figure ES.l-3). 
NeaHerm (through 2020) offshore contributions are 
estimated based on projects in advanced stages of 
development in the United States and on global 

7. See Analytical Framework of the Wind Vision at the beginning of the Executive Summary for a brief description of the Wind Vision Study 
scenarios analyzed. 

8. Distributed wind applications refer to w ind power plants or turbines that are connected either physically or virtually on the customer 
side of the m eter. 
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The Study Scenario consists of 10% wind generat ion by 2020, 20% by 2030, and 35% by 2050 compared 
against the Baseline Scenario. 

.. I, ! 
Cumulative Wind 

2013 2020 2030 2050:~ Capacity (GW) 
- . ..!tJ -

Baseline Land-
61 

Scenario based 

Land-
61 110 202 318 

based 
Central 
Study Offshore 0 3 22 86 

Scenario 
2010 2020 2030 2040 20SO 

• Oil shore • Land-based Total 61 113 224 404 

Note: Wind capacities reported here are modeled outcomes based on the Study Scenario percentage wind trajectory. Results assume central 
technology performance characteristics. Better wind plant performance would result in fewer megawatts required to achieve the specified wind 
percentage, while lower plant performance would require more megawatts. 

Figure ES.l-3. The Wind Vision Study Scenario and Baseline Scenario 

offshore wind technology innovation projections 
identified in the literature. Longer-term (post-2020) 

contributions are based on literature projections for 
global growth and assume continued U.S. growth in 
offshore, whereby offshore wind provides 2% of U.S. 

electricity demand in 2030 and 7% in 2050. 

Impacts from the Study Scenario are compared 
to a Baseline Scenario In which wind capacity Is 

fixed at 2013 levels. The key design feature that 
distinguishes these scenarios is the level of wind 

deployment (i.e., 2013 capacit y levels in the Baseline 

Scenario and respective wind capacity in the Study 
Scenario that corresponds to the trajectory of 10% 
wind penetration by 2020, 20% by 2030, and 35% 

by 2050). Resulting d ifferences in outcomes based 
on this design feature (e.g., transmission expansion, 
electricity prices, fossil generation) are evaluated and 

attr ibuted specifically to w ind power deployment. 
Comparison with the Baseline Scenario enables an 
est imation of the incremental impact of all future 

(post-2013) wind deployment, including the eco
nomic and social benefits of wind. 
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ES.2 State of the Wind Industry: 
Recent Progress, Status and Emerging Trends 
With more than 61 GW installed across 39 states at 
the end of 2013, utility-scale wind power is a cost

effective source of low-emissions power generation 
In those regions where substantial wind potential 

exists. From 2008 to 2013, wind power installations 
expanded in geographic deployment and cumulative 
capacity (Figure ES.2-1), with corresponding growth 

in the domestic supply chain. Arizona, Delaware, 
Maryland and Nevada each added their first utili

ty-scale wind projects between 2008 and 2013. 

Wind power costs have declined by more than one
third since 2008 and the U.S. manufacturing base 

In 2013, cumulative utility-scale w ind deployment reached 61 GW across 39 states. 

(}) 
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~ 

~ 
e> (9 (J) ~ 

Total Wind Deployment 

0 Through 2008 

0 2009 through 2013 
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Top 5 States in 2013 
by total capacity (GW) 
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Note: Distributed l'lind projects with less than 1 t·IW have been installed in all SO states. 

Figure ES.2-1. Utility-scale wind deployment through 2013 
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In several aspects, the wind industry has made progress since 2008 exceeding expectations from the DOE 
Report, 20% Wind Energy by 2030. 

2013 Model Results 

2008 Actuals Detailed in the 2008 
2013 Actuals Report, 20% Wind 

Energy by 2030 

Cumulative Installed !!~ / l '!'I !!!!! 1.7 !!!!!! A 
Wind Capacity (GW) 

25 48 61 

States with Utility- Scale '* ~ Wind Dep loyment 
29 35 39 

Costs (201 3$/MWh)" 
$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$ $$$$~ 

71 66 45 

a. Estimated average levelized cost of electricity in good to excellent wind resource sites (typically !hose with average wind speeds of 7.5 m/s 
or higher at hub height) and excluding the federal production tax credit 

Figure ES.2-2. Wind power progress since the 2008 DOE Report, 20% Wind Energy by 2030 

has expanded to support annual deployment levels 
growth-from 2 GW/year In 2006, to 8 GW/year In 
2008, to peak Installations of 13 GW/year In 2012. 
While the 20% Wind Scenario from the 2008 report 
was not a projection for the future, the growth of 
wind power since 2008 exceeded the assumptions 
made in that report. Figure ES.2-2 lists a comparison 
of historical data from 2008, the 2013 outcomes in 
the 2008 20% Wind Scenario, and actual 2013 wind 
power statistics. The noted updates in wind power 
costs and supply chain capacity were used to inform 
the feasibility of the Study Scenario. 

ES.2.1 Wind Power Markets 
and Economics 
In the United States, new Investments in wind plants 
averaged $13 billion/year between 2008 and 2013.9 

Global investment in wind power grew from $14 billion 
in 2004 to $80 billion in 2013, a compound annual 
growth rate of 21%. Although impacted by policy 
uncertainty and associated variability in demand, 
domestically manufactured content for large turbine 
components has increased. Domestic nacelle assembly 
capacity, for example, is estimated at 10 GW/year. 

9. Unless otherwise specified, all financial results reported are in 2013$. 

The combined Import share of wind equipment 
tracked by trade codes (I.e., blades, towers, genera
tors, gearboxes, and complete nacelles), as a fraction 
of total equipment-related turbine costs, declined 
from approximately 80% In 2006-2007 to 30% In 
2012-2013. Though not all equipment is tracked, 
domestic content for some large, key components, 
such as blades and towers, ranged between 50% and 
80% in 2012. Domestic content for nacelle components 
was significantly lower. The share of wind turbine 
project costs (including non-turbine equipment project 
costs that were sourced domestically) was approx
imately 60% in 2012. In 2013, the wind supply chain 
included more than 560 facilities across 43 states. 
Given the transport and logistics challenges of moving 
large wind turbine components over long distances, 
continued U.S. manufacturing and supply chain vitality 
is expected to be at least partially coupled to future 
levels of domestic demand for wind equipment. 
Recent fluctuations in demand and market uncertainty 
have forced some manufacturing facilities to furlough 
employees and others to cease operations altogether. 

The LCOE from wind in good to excellent resource 
sites declined by more than one-third from 2008 
to 2013, falling from $71/megawatt-hour (MWh) to 
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$45/MWh (Figure ES.2-2). In some markets with 

excellent wind resource and transmission availability, 
wind power sales prices are competitive with fossil 
generation, but significant variations are seen in the 

LCOE of individual wind projects. The LCOE for wind 

is influenced by the quality of the wind resource 
and access to transmission, as well as by capital and 
balance of system costs, plant performance and 

productivity, operations and maintenance (O&M) 
costs, and financing costs. Incentives and policies also 
have significant effects on power purchase agreement 

prices. In some regions of the country, especially 

those with state tax incentives, wind power prices are 
competitive with wholesale power prices and other 
new sources of generation. 

Low natural gas market prices and their subsequent 

impacts on wholesale electricity prices, along with 
overall low energy growth since 2008 and a lack of 
long-term federal policy stability, have influenced 

recent levels of wind power deployment. Natural 
gas generation comprised 30% of end-use electricity 

demand in 2013, compared with 24% in 2008 and a 
peak of 33% in 2012. Low natural gas prices exerted 

downward pressure on wholesale power prices in 
recent years preceding 2013. Over the same period 

of time, electricity demand has remained relatively 
constant as a result of the combination of the eco

nomic recession and recovery, and improved energy 
efficiency. Despite these trends, robust wind deploy

ment in the United States since 2008 has been driven 
by substantial advancements in wind technology and 

cost reductions, coupled with continued state and 
federal policy support. At the same time, prior expira
tions of federal incentives have created a boom-bust 

cycle for wind power (Figure ES.2-3). Because of 
electricity market conditions and the latest expiration 
of the federal production tax credit (PTC), this robust 

growth is not projected to continue. 

ES.2.2 National Social and 
Economic Impacts of Wind 
Local economic Impacts of wind power are derived 
from temporary and permanent employment in 
construction, engineering, transportation, manufac

turing, and operations; local economic activity 
resulting from wind construction; and increased 
revenues from land lease payments and tax revenue. 

A study of economic development impacts for wind 
power installations between 2000 and 2008 found 

Policy uncertainty has resulted in fluctuat ions in historical wind deployment. 

16 ................................................................................................................................................... . 
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On January I, 2014, the PTC expired again and lapsed for more than II months. In early December 2014, the PTC was extended again, but was 
valid only through year·end 2014. 

Figure ES.2-3. Historical wind deployment variability and the PTC 
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Wind generation in 2013 provided a range of environmental benefits. 

•• •• •• • • Carbon Dioxide Sulfur Dioxide Nitrogen Oxide Water Consumption 
reduced by reduced by reduced by reduced by 

115,000,000 157,000 97,000 36.5 bi llion 
metric tonnes metric tonnes metric tonnes gallons 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

Equivalent to Equivalent to annual Equivalent to annual Equivalent to 

C02 emissions from emissions of emissions of 116 gallons/ 
270 million 12 uncontrolled 10 uncontrolled person 

barrels of oil coal plants coal plants in the U.S. 

• .. 
Note: Emissions and water savings calculated using the EPA's Avoided Emissions ami Generation Tool (AVERT). 'Uncontrolled coal plants' are 
those with no emissions control technology. 

Figure ES.2-4. Estimated emissions and water savings resulting from wind generation in 201310 

that total county personal income was 0.2% higher 

and employment 0.4% higher in counties with 
installed wind power, relative to those without wind 

power installations. Another study on four rural 
counties in west Texas found cumulative economic 
activity resulting from wind investments in local 
communities to be nearly $520,000 (2011$) per MW 

of installed capacity over the 20 -year lifetime of the 
wind plant. In 2013, an estimated total of more than 

50,000 onsite and supply chain jobs were supported 
nationally by wind investments. 

Wind deployment delivers public health and 
environmental benefits today, including reduced 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, reduced air 

pollutants, and reduced water consumption and 
withdrawals. The power sector is the largest contrib

utor to GHG emissions and a major source of criteria 
air pollutants such as sulfur dioxide (50

2
) and nitrous 

oxides (NOx). Wind power is already reducing these 

emissions from the power sector (Figure ES.2-4). 
Future wind deployment levels will affect the magni

tude of these benefits. 

ES.2.3 Wind Technology, 
Manufacturing, and Logistics 
Continued advancements and scale-up of turbine 
technology have helped reduce wind power costs 
and enable broader geographic deployment of 

wind power. Significant effort has been applied to 
improve performance and reliability of individual wind 

turbines. These improvements have included design 
of longer blades and taller towers (Figure ES.2-5), 
developments in innovative drive train designs, and 

increased use of improved controls and sensors that 
collectively capture energy from the wind more cost 
effectively. Wind technology improvements have 

made lower wind speed sites more economically 
viable, even in regions previously thought to have 
little or no wind potential. In 2013, wind project 

development was underway in nearly every U.S. state 
and the focus of innovation was shifting from individ
ual turbine performance to overall plant performance 

characteristics, which will continue to drive down 
wind electricity generation costs. 

10. The Clean Air Benefits of Wind Energy. Washington, DC: American Wind Energy Association. Accessed February 3, 2015: 
http:/A·IIYl~awea.org/Advocacy/Content.aspx?ltemNumber=SSS2. 
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Scale-up of wind technology has supported cost reductions. 
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federal production tax credit. Hub heights reflect typical turbine model size for the time period. 

Figure ES.2-5. Wind technology scale-up trends and the levelized cost of electricity 

Technology advancements now center on com

plementing larger wind turbines with enhanced 
siting strategies and advanced control systems for 

arrays of wind turbines. A better understanding of 
wind resources and continued technology develop

ments are leading trends in improved performance, 
increased reliability, and reduced cost of wind elec
tricity. As turbine technology advances and compo

nents like blades and towers increase in size, trans
portation costs could increase and manufacturing 
may become more complex. The industry is working 

to balance costs and benefits. with innovative trans
port solutions across the supply chain. Continued 
innovation in turbine design, manufacturing, trans

portation, and construction can allow industry to 
address logistical barriers for the next generation of 
larger wind turbines. 

Domestic manufacturing could continue to expand, 
provided domestic demand remains stable. Domes· 

tic wind components and skilled labor requirements 
will continue to be dependent on near-term domestic 

demand. Lack of stable domestic demand for wind 
power could reverse the trend of higher domestic 

content in wind turbine manufacturing. 

ES.2.4 Wind Integration 
and Delivery 
Large amounts of wind power are reliably and effec

tively integrated into the electric power system. 
Wind power contributed 4.5% of U.S. electricity 
demand and 3.2% of global electricity demand 

through 2013; two states, Iowa and South Dakota, 
exceeded 25% of in-state generation from wind In 
2013; and seven other states operated with greater 

than 12% of their annual electricity generation from 

wind (Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota, North 
Dakota, Oklahoma, and Oregon). Power system 
operators who have experience with wind now view 

its use routinely as a dependable component in the 
portfolio of generating options. Wind power has 
been successfully integrated into the power system 

and can contribute to grid management services in 
flexible power systems. Improved wind forecasting, 

wind plant controls, and expanding the geographical 
area for reserve sharing and demand response have 
all contributed to increased power system flexibility. 
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Many potential sites with high quality wind energy 

resources have minimal or no access to electrical 
transmission facilities. This creates a bottleneck 
to cost-effective wind deployment. Various efforts 

have yielded progress nationally on overcoming 

transmission barriers. For example, the Competitive 
Renewable Energy Zones Plan in Texas enabled 
transmission expansion to connect wind-rich 

resources in the Texas Panhandle to population cen
ters in the central and eastern regions of the state. 
Prior to the Competitive Renewable Energy Zones 

Plan, 7 GW of wind power were operating within 
Texas. By early 2014, interconnection agreements had 
been signed for proposed projects totaling an addi

tional 7 GW, and applications had been submitted for 
24 GW of wind power. Dedicated efforts like those In 
Texas could be a model for transmission expansion in 
other regions of the country. 

ES.2.5 Wind Deployment: Siting, 
Regulation, and Collaboration 
Extensive experience and focused research have 
shown that adverse Impacts to wildlife and local 

communities resulting from wind deployment need 
to be managed through careful siting, thoughtful 
public engagement, and mitigation strategies. 

Emphasis is now on optimizing co-existence, address
ing community and regulatory concerns in the devel
opment process, and using mutually agreed-upon 

strategies to reduce or eliminate potential negative 
impacts, all while supporting responsible wind power 

deployment. Siting concerns are being addressed by 
on-going research. One example of this work is a 2014 

DOE study produced by Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory. Findings from this study indicate no 
statistical impact on home property values near wind 

facilities. Another example is a recent American Wind 
Wildlife Institute study that provides the most recent 

assessment of the avian mortality impact of wind 
plants. Open collaboration with a community and its 

leaders provides increased public involvement and 
understanding of best practices for both land-based 
and offshore wind deployment. 

A number of government agencies, industry orga
nizations, researchers, academics, non-government 
organizations, and collaborative groups are working 

to address wind-related Issues, from permitting 
and environmental oversight to manufacturing and 
workforce training. Work by collaborative groups 

has shifted from the basic sharing of information 
and best practices to active engagement aimed at 
solving specific problems at the local, regional, and 

national levels. Example collaborative bodies in this 
effort include the American W ind Wildlife Institute, 
the Bats and Wind Energy Cooperative, the National 

Wind Coordinating Collaborative, and the Utility Vari
able-Generation Integration Group. These parties have 

enhanced education to help stakeholders understand 
the role and impact of wind on the energy market, 
communities, and the environment. 

The wind power community has addressed sub
stantive siting and regulatory Issues, and continues 

to work closely with regulatory organizations to 
streamline regulatory processes. Requirements can 
vary widely by state, locality, site ownership and 

oversight, project size, grid interconnection, and other 

project attributes. As a result. wind power projects 
across the country must adhere to different and 

changing regulatory standards, leaving uncertainties 

in development timelines and increasing risks to 
successful project development. 
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ES.3 Costs, Benefits, and Other Impacts 
of the Study Scenario 
The Wind VIsion analysis considered an array of 
impacts for the Study Scenario (10% wind pene
tration by 2020, 20% by 2030, and 35% by 2050) 
relative to the Baseline Scenario. Modeling inputs 
for these scenarios are consistent with those applied 
in the prior BAU Scenario and sensitivities (see Table 
ES.H) except wind power deployment is fixed at 
Study Scenario levels. Under BAU conditions, wind 
power deployment occurs if and where wind power 
is economically competitive. In the Study Scenario, 
wind deployment begins in 2013 at 61 GW and then 
is added in future years to reach levels of 10% wind 
penetration by 2020, 20% by 2030, and 35% by 
2050. In the Baseline Scenario, wind power deploy
ment begins in 2013 at 61 GW and then remains fixed 
at 61 GW for all future years. Although the Study 
Scenario does not precisely replicate the prior BAU 
or related sensitivity outcomes, aggressive wind 
cost reductions (land-based wind LCOE reduction of 
24% by 2020, 33% by 2030, and 37% by 2050 and 
offshore wind LCOE reduction of 22% by 2020, 43% 
by 2030, 51% by 2050), high fossil fuel prices (e.g., 
$3/MMBtu coal price and $7/MMBtu electric sector 
natural gas price), or various combinations of the two 
could support the level of wind penetration achieved 
in the Study Scenario. 

ES.3.1 Wind Industry and 
Electric Sector Impacts 
In the Central Study Scenario, total installed wind 
capacity increases from the 61 GW Installed at 
year-end 2013 to approximately 113 GW by 2020, 
224 GW by 2030, and 404 GW by 2050. This growth 
represents nearly three doublings of installed capacity 
and includes all wind market segments: land-based, 
distributed, and offshore wind. Of these installed 
capacity amounts, offshore wind comprises 3 GW, 22 
GW, and 86 GW for 2020, 2030, and 2050, respec
tively. The amount of installed capacity needed to 
meet the deployment levels considered in the Study 

Scenario will depend on future wind technologies. 
For example, with improvements in wind technology 
yielding higher capacity factors, only 382 GW of wind 
capacity is needed to reach the 35% penetration level 
in 2050. Conversely, 459 GW would be required using 
today's technologies without further advancements. 
Growth in the Study Scenario utilizes approximately 
5% of the available land-based wind resource (after 
exclusions for environmentally sensitive or other 
protected areas) and 5.5% of the available offshore 
wind resource of the nation. 

The Study Scenario supports new capacity additions 
at levels comparable to the recent (as of 2013) past, 
but drives increased demand for new wind turbine 
equipment as a function of repowering needs. 
Demand for wind turbines averages approximately 
8 GW/year from 2014 to 2020 and 12 GW/year from 
2021 to 2030, and increases to 18 GW/year from 2031 
to 2050. While aggregate demand trends upward 
(Figure ES.3-1), it is primarily concentrated in the new 
land-based segment in the near-term. Deployment 
of offshore plants and repowering (the replacement 
of turbine equipment at the end of its useful life with 
new state-of-the-art turbine equipment) become 
more significant segments of the industry in the 
2031- 2050 timeframe. 
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The Study Scenario results in relatively constant new capacity additions but also supports increased demand 
for turbines due to repowering. 
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Note: New capacity installations include capacity added at a new location to increase the to tal cumulative installed capacity or to replace 
retiling capacity elsewhere. Repowered capacity reflects turbine replacements occurring after plants reach their useful lifet.ime. Wrnd 
installat ions shown here are based on model outcomes for the Central Study Scenario and do not represent projected demand for wind capacity. 

Figure ES.3·1. Historical and forward-looking wind power capacity in the Central Study Scenario 

In the Study Scenario, wind Industry expenditures 
(new capital and development expenditures, annual 
operating expenditures, and repowered capital 
expenditures) grow to more than $30 billion/year 
from 2020 to 2030, and are estimated at approxi
mately $70 billion/year by 2050. By 2050, annual 
expenditures exceed $20 billion/year for operations. 
$25 billion/year for repowering, and $25 billion/year 
for new greenfield development. 

The Study Scenario suggests continued geographical 
diversity in wind power deployment. Figure ES.3-2 
illustrates the state-level distribution of utility-scale 
wind capacity (land-based and offshore) in 2030 
and 2050 under the Central Study Scenario. By 2030, 
installed wind capacity exists in all but one state, 
wit~ 37 states having more than 1 GW of capacity. 
By 2050, wind capacity exists in all 50 states. with 
40 states having more than 1 GW of installed wind 
capacity. As of 2013, wind installations of 62 MW and 
206 MW exist in Alaska and Hawaii respectively. While 
future wind deployment in these states is expected 

and could potentially grow beyond 1 GW, these states 
are not counted among the states with more than 
1 GW in 2030 or 2050 because the modeling analysis 
was restricted to the 48 contiguous states. 

Variations in wind resource quality, relative dis
tances to load centers, and existing Infrastructure 
drive regional differences in modeled wind penetra
tion levels. Based on model outcomes from the Study 
Scenario, most of the western and central parts of 
the United States have penetration levels that exceed 
the 10% nationwide level by 2020. with some regions 
approaching or exceeding 30% penetration. By 2050, 
wind penetration levels exceed 40% across much of 
the West and upper Midwest. with less substantial
but still sizeable- levels in other parts of the country. 
In the Southeast, wind penetration levels are lower 
than in other regions. but are significantly higher than 
levels found in that region in 2013, particularly for 
coastal areas. 
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The.levels of wind penetration examined in the · 
Study Scenario increase variability and uncertainty 

In electric power system planning and operations 
(Figure ES.3·3). From the perspective of planning 
reserves, wind power's aggregated capacity value in 

the Study Scenario was about 10-15% in 2050 (with 
lower marginal capacity value), thereby reducing 

the ability of wind compared to other generators 
to contribute to increases in peak planning reserve 

requirements. In addition, the uncertainty introduced 
by wind in the Study Scenario increased the level of 
operating reserves that must be maintained by the 

system. Transmission constraints result in average 

curtailment of 2-3% of wind generation, modestly 

increasing the threshold for economic wind deploy

ment. These costs are embedded in the system costs 
and retail rate impacts noted below. Such chal-
lenges can be mitigated by various means including 

increased system flexibility, greater electric system 
coordination, faster dispatch schedules, improved 

forecasting, demand response, greater power plant 
cycling, and-in some cases-storage options. Specific 

circumstances dictate the optimal solution. Continued 
research is expected to provide more specific and 
localized assessments of impacts. 

The Study Scenario results in broad-based geographic distribution of wind capacity. 
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Note: Results presented are for the Centra l Study Scenario. Across Study Scenario sensitivites, deployment by state may vary depending 
on changes in wind technology, regional fossil fuel prices, and other factors. ReEDS m<>Qel decision· making reflects a national optimiza
tion perspective. Actual distribution of wind capacity will be affected by local, regional, and other fac tors not fully represented here. 
Alaska and Hawaii cannot be currently modeled in ReEDS but will contribute to overall wind deployment. 

Figure ES.3·2. Study Scenario distribution of wind capacity by state in 2030 and 2050 
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The Study Scenario includes impacts that will require investments by the wind industry and the electric sector 
at larg~. 

~ ~ t }:_ • ~ 

Industry 
Investment Deployment lntegrationb Transmission' Offshore Wind 

• 8-11 GW/year • 404 GW of cumu- • Increased system • 2.7x incremental • Established U.S. 
average net capacity lative capacity by flexibility is re- transmission needs offshore wind 
additions throughout 2050 for 35% wind qui red, but can by 2030; 4.2x by market and supply 
the 2013-2050 energy be acquired from 2050 chain by 2020 
period many sources 

• All 50 states with • 10 million MW-miles • 22 GW installed by 
• 18 GW/year annual wind deployment by • 2-3% average cur- incremental trans- 2030 and 86 GW 

turbine demand as 2050 tailment of annual mission capacity installed by 2050 
more wind plants wind generation; required by 2030 
are repowered from • 37 states by 2030 estimated wind Cumulatively 29 

• By 2050, offshore 

2031 to 2050 and 40 by 2050 with capacity value of wind in multiple 
more than 1 GW of 10-15% by 2050 

million incremental regions, including 
• $70 billion/yea~ by wind power (within MW-miles required the East Coast. West 

2050 annual wind the contiguous • Integration solu- by 2050 Coast. Great Lakes. 
industry invest- United States) tions required, but • Through 2020: and Gulf of Mexico 
ment from new will vary by region incremental 350 
capacity additions. 

circuit miles/year 
repowered capacity, 

needed 
and operations and 
maintenance 2021-2030: 

incremental 890 
circuit miles/year, 
and 

2031-2050: 
incremental1,050 
circuit miles/year 

a. Expenditures in 2013$ 

b. Increased costs associated with greater demand for system flexibili ty and wind curtailments are embedded in the system costs and re tail rate 
impacts reported in Chapter 3. 

c. All t ransmission estimates reported are the incremental difference between the Study Scenario and Baseline Scenario. Estimated circui t miles 
assume a single circuit 345 kV transmission line with a nominal carrying copocity o f 900 f•IW. ReEDS transmission capaci ty addit ions exclude 
those added for reliability purposes only and conductor replacement on existing infrastructure. Est imates shown here represent point to point 
transfer s, for which explicit corridors hove not been identified. 

Figure ES.3·3. Summary of wind industry and other electric sector impacts in the Central Study Scenario 
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Table ES.3-1. Transmission Impacts in the Central Study Scenario 

-. ' 

Historical · . 2014-2020 2021-2030 2031-2050 Cumulative 
Average • _ . 2014-2050 · .. : -~... : . . . . . " ' 

Study Scenario MW-
miles (change from 311,000/year 801,000/year 949,000/year 29,000,000 
Baseline Scenario) 

Study Scenario circuit 
miles (change from 870/year 350/year 890/year 1,050/year 33,000 
Baseline Scenario )• 

-. ~~~~·· . ' 
--: . ·-:·By _2Q20 - By 2030 By 2050 1 

-...:::.t... t..- L' .·._ -

Ratio of Study Scenario 
to Baseline Scenario 1.5x 2.7x 4.2x 

Note: ReEDS transmission capacity addit ions exclude those added for reliab ility purposes only and conductor replacement on existing 
infrastructure. Estimates shown here represent point to point t ransfers, for which explicit corridors have not been identified. 

a. Assuming a representat ive transmission line with a carrying capacity of 900 t·1W, typical for single·circuit 345 kV lines 

Required new transmission capacity for the Central 

Study Scenario is 2.7 times greater in 2030 than 

for the respective Baseline Scenario, and about 4.2 
times greater In 2050. Transmission expenditures 
are less than 2% of total electric sector costs In the 

Central Study Scenario (Table ES.3-1). Incremental 
cumulative (2013 and on) transmission needs of 
the Central Study Scenario relative to the Baseline 
Scenario amount. to 10 million MW-miles by 2030 
and 29 million MW-miles by 2050. Assuming only 
single-circuit 345-kilovolt lines (with a 900-MW 

carrying capacity) are used to accomplish this 

increase, an average of 890 circuit miles/year of new 
transmission lines would be needed between 2021 
and 2030, and 1,050 miles/year between 2031 and 

2050. This is comparable with the average of 870 
circuit miles added each year since 1991 (as of 2013).11 

New transmission capacity in the Study Scenario is 

primarily concentrated in the Midwest and southern 
Central regions of the United States. 

In the Study Scenario, wind primarily displaces fossil 
fuel-fired generation, especially natural gas, with 
the amount of displaced gas growing over time. 

In the long-term (after 2030), wind in the Study 
Scenario also affects the growth of other renew
able generation and, potentially, future growth of 

nuclear generation. The avoided generation mix 

will ultimately depend on uncertain future market 
conditions, including fossil fuel prices and technology 
costs. Displaced fossil fuel consumption leads to 

avoided emissions and other social impacts. With 
wind penetration increasing to the levels envisioned 
under the Study Scenario, the fossil fleet's role to 

provide energy declines while its role to provide 
reserves increases. 

11. Transmission estimates for the Study Scenario exclude maintenance for the existing grid, reliabil ity-driven transmission, and other factors 
that would be similar between the Baseline Scenario and the Study Scenario. ' 
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ES.3.2 Costs of the Wind Vision 
Study Scenario 
National average retail electricity prices for both 
the Baseline Scenario and the Study Scenario are 

estimated to grow (in real terms) between 2013 
and 2050. Through 2030, retail electricity prices of 

the Central Study Scenario, relative to the Baseline 
Scenario, are less than 1% higher. In the long-term 
(2050), retail electricity prices are expected to 

be lower by 2%. A wider range of future costs and 
' savings are possible as estimated by the sensitivity 
scenarios (Table ES.3-2). In 2020, retail electricity 

rates range from nearly zero cost difference up to a 
1% cost increase when comparing the Study Scenario 
to the Baseline Scenario. In 2030, incremental costs 

are estimated to be as high as a 3% cost under the 
most unfavorable conditions for wind (low fossil fuel 
prices combined with high wind power costs). Under 

the most favorable conditions in 2030, the Study 
Scenario results in a 2% reduction in retail electricity 
prices relative to the Baseline Scenario. By 2050, 

incremental electricity prices of all sensitivities of 
the Study Scenario are estimated to range from a 5% 
increase to a 5% savings in electricity prices over all 

cases for the corresponding Baseline Scenario. 

On an annual basis, the impacts on electricity 

consumers In the Central Study Scenario are 
estimated to include costs of $2.3 billion (0.06¢/ 

kilowatt-hour [kWh]) compared to the Baseline 
Scenario In 2020, costs of $1.5 billion (0.03¢/kWh) 
in 2030, and savings of $13.7 billion (0.28¢/kWh) 

in 2050 (Table ES.3-2). Across the range of sensi

tivities, annual consumer impacts range from cost 
increases of $0.8 billion to $3.6 billion in 2020, 
savings of $12.3 billion to costs of $14.6 billion in 

2030, a.nd savings of $31.5 billion to costs of $26.9 
billion in 2050. Elect ricity costs and savings driven 
by future wind deployment will depend strongly on 

future technology and fuel price conditions. 

Table ES.3-2. Change in Electricity Prices for the Study Scenario Relative to the Baseline Scenario 

. . ~-
.... 

' ~~:. · · ' · ici5o . . 
, 2020 ' 2030 . ,. ~ '. . . 

Central Study Scenario electricity price 0.06¢/kWh cost 0.03¢/kWh cost 0.28¢/kWh 
(change from Baseline Scenario) (+0.6%) (+0.3%) savings ( -2.2%) 

Central Study Scenario annual electricity $13.7 billion 
consumer costs (change from Baseline $2.3 billion costs $1.5 billion costs 

savings 
Scenario) 

Study Scenario sensitivity range (%change 
+0.2% to + 0 .9% -2.4% to +3.2% -5.1% to +4.8% 

from Baseline Scenario) 

Study Scenario annual electricity consumer $0.8 to $3.6 billion 
$12.3 billion $31.5 billion 

savings to $14.6 savings to $26.9 
costs range (change from Baseline Scenario) costs 

billion costs billion costs 

Note: Expenditures in 2013$" 
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In present value terms, cumulative electric sector 

expenditures (fuel, capital, operating, and trans
mission) are lower for the Study Scenario than for 
the Baseline Scenario under Central conditions and 

many sensitivities. From 2013 to 2050, the Central 
Study Scenario results in cumulative present value 
(3% real discount rate) savings of approximately $149 

billion (-3%). Potential electricity sector expenditures 

range from savings of $388 billion ( -7%) to a cost 
increase of $254 billion (+6%), depending on future 
wind power cost trends and fossil fuel prices. 

ES.3.3 Benefits of the 
Study Scenario 
The Central Study Scenario reduces electric sector 
life-cycle GHG emissions by 6% in 2020 (0.13 
glgatonnes C0

2
-equivalents), 16% in 2030 (0.38 

gigatonnes C02-equivalents), and 23% in 2050 
(0.51 gigatonnes C0

2
-equivalents), compared to 

the Baseline Scenario. Cumulative GHG emissions 
are reduced by 12.3 gigatonnes C02-equivalents 

from 2013 to 2050 (14%) (Figure ES.3·4). Based 
on the U.S. Interagency Working Group's Social Cost 
of Carbon estimates, these reductions yield global 

avoided climate change damages estimated at 
$85-$1,230 billion, with a central estimate of $400 
billion (2013-2050 discounted present value). This 

Life-cycle GHG emissions are lower in the Central 
Study Scenario than in the Baseline Scenario. 

£! 3.0 
v 

"' Vl 
v 2.5 ·;::; :::::: ~~ - ... w,.. 2.0 .s~ 
~0 ou 

1.5 ':lj ~ 
·- c Cumulative Reductions: Ec wo 

1.0 2013-2030: C)~ 
:I:,gl 3.3 gigatonnes CO,e (8%) C>OI ... ~ 

0.5 2013-2050: ;:; -
>- 12.3 gigatonnes CO,e (14%) u 
.k 0.0 ::::; 

2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 

- Bose line Scenario - Study Scenario 

Note: LiFe·cycle GHG emissions consider upstream emissions 
(e.g .. manuFacturing and raw 1i1aterials), ongoing combustion and 
non-combustion emissions, and downstream emissions (e.g., 
decommissioning). 

Figure ES.3-4. Life cycle GHG emissions in the Central Study 
Scenario and Baseline Scenario 

is equivalent to a benefit of wind energy that ranges 
from 0.7¢-10¢/kWh of wind, with a central benefit 

estimate of 3.2¢/kWh of wind. 

The Central Study Scenario results in reductions 

in other air pollutants (e.g., PM, S02, and NO.), 
yielding societal health and environmental benefits 
that range from $52-$272 billion (2013-2050, dis

counted present values) depending on the methods 

of quantification. The majority of the benefits come 
from reduced premature mortality due to reductions 
in S0

2 
emissions in the eastern United States. In 

total, the health and environmental benefits are 
equivalent to a benefit of wind energy that ranges 
from 0.4¢/kWh of wind to 2.2¢/kWh of wind. Table 

ES.3·3 highlights some of the air pollution benefits. 

Table ES.3-3. Health Benefits in 2050 of Reduced Air 
Pollution in the Central Study Scenario 

-
Type of Benefit ·Amounts 

Cumulative monetized 
$108 billion 

benefits (2013$) 

Avoided premature deaths 21,700 

Avoided emergency room 
visits for asthma due to 10,100 
PM

25 
effects 

Avoided school loss days 
2,459,600 

due to ozone effects 

'. 

' 

Note: Central estimate results are presented, which Follow the 'EPA 
l ow' methodology For calculating beneFits, Further detailed in Chapter 
3. ~lonetized beneFits Jre discounted at 3%, but mortality and mor
bidity values are simply accumulated over the 2013-2050 time peliod. 
Health impacts presented here are a subset or those analyzed. P~·l,; 
is particulate matter or diameter 2.5 microns or less. The full set or 
results is presented in detail in Chapter 3. 
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The Central Study Scenario results In reduced 
national electric-sector water withdrawals (1% In 
2020, 4% In 2030, and 15% in 2050) and water 
consumption (4% in 2020, 11% In 2030, and 23% in 
2050) compared to the Baseline Scenario. Antici
pated reductions, relative to the Baseline Scenario, 
exist in many parts of the United States, including the 
water-stressed arid states in the Southwest (Figure 
ES.3-5). Reductions in water use driven by the Study 
Scenario would have environmental and economic 
benefits, and would help reduce competition for 
scarce water resources. 

The value of reduced GHG and air pollution emis
sions in the Central Study Scenario relative to the 
Baseline Scenario exceeds the under 1% cost Increase 
in electricity rates in 2020 and 2030. By 2050, the 

Central Study Scenario results In savings across all 
three categories-electricity rates, GHG emissions, 
and air pollution emissions (Figure ES.3-6). Savings 
are also Incurred on a cumulative basis across all 
three metrics (Figure ES.3-7). The range of GHG 
benefits was estimated following the Interagency 
Working Group's Social Cost of Carbon methodology 
and varying discount rates. The range of air pollution 
benefits was calculated following methodologies of 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and 
the Air Pollution Emission Experiments and Policy 
model, known as AP2. Several other categories of 
impacts such as water use are analyzed but not mon
etized, due to a lack of established peer-reviewed, 
national-scale methodologies. 

Electric sector water consumption is 23% lower in the Central Study Scenario relative to the Baseline Scenario by 2050. 

Baseline Scenario (2050) 

Percent Change 
0 ·60 to·lOO 

D ·30 to·60 
0 Oto·30 
o o 
0 OtoiO 
D 10 to20 

0 20 to 40 Study Scenario (2050) 

Figure ES.3·5. Change in water consumption used in electricity generation from 2013 to 2050 for the Baseline Scenario 
and Central Study Scenario 
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Reduced GHG, 502, NOx, and fine particulate matter emissions provide benefits in 2020, 2030, and 

2050 in addition to the savings in electricity rates achieved in the Central Study Scenario by 2050. 
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Note: Results represent the annual incremental costs or benef,ts ( impacts) of the Study Scenario relalive to the Baselii1e Scenario. Central 
estimates are based on Central Study Scenario modeling assumptions. The electrici ty consumers costs range reflects incremental expendi tures 
(including capital. fuel, and operations and maintenance for transmission and generation of all technologies modeled) across a series of 
sensitivity scenarios. Air pollut ion and GHG estimates are based on the Central Study Scenario only, wiU1 ranges derived from the methods 
applied and detailed in the full report. 

Figure ES.3-6. Monetized impacts of the Study Scenario relative to the Baseline Scenario in 2020. 2030, and 2050 

On a present value (2013-2050) basis, the Central Study Scenario results in electricity system cost savings 

relative to the Baseline Scenario, in addition to the benefits of reduced air pollution and GHG emissions. 
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Figure ES.3·7. Cumulative (2013-2050) present value of monetized impacts of the Study Scenario relative to the Baseline Scenario 
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ES.3.4 Additional Impacts 
Associated with the Study Scenario 
The Study Scenario contributes to a reduction In 
both long-term natural gas price risk and natural 
gas prices, compared to the Baseline Scenario. 
The Central Study Scenario results in total electric 

system costs that are 20% less sensitive to long-term 
fluctuations in coal and natural gas prices (Figure 
ES.3-8). Additionally, the Central Study Scenario leads 

to a potential $280 billion in consumer savings due to 
reduced natural gas prices outside the electric sector, 
equivalent to a levelized consumer benefit from wind 

energy of 2.3¢/kWh of wind. 

The Study Scenario supports a robust domestic wind 
Industry, with wind-related gross jobs from Invest· 
ments in new and operating wind plants ranging 

from 201,000-265,000 In 2030 and increasing to 
526,000-670,000 in 2050 (Figure ES.3·8). Actual 
future w ind-related jobs (on-site, supply chain, and 

induced) w ill depend on the future strength of the 
domestic supply chain and addit ional training and 
educational programs as necessary. 

Wind proJect development examined In the Wind 
Vision affects local communities through land 
lease payments and local property taxes. Under the 
Central Study Scenario, wind power capacity addi

tions lead to land-based lease payments that increase 
from $350 million in 2020 to $650 million in 2030, to 

$1,020 million in 2050. Offshore wind lease payments 
increase from $15 million in 2020 to $110 million in 
2030, to $440 million in 2050. Property tax payments 

associated with wind projects are estimated to be 
$900 million in 2020; $1,770 mill ion in 2030; and 
$3,200 million in 2050. 

Under the Central Study Scenario, the land area 
occupied by turbines, roads, and other Infrastructure 
equates to 0.03% of total land area In the contigu

ous United States In 2030 and 0.04% In 2050. This 
land area equates to less than one-third of total land 
area occupied by U.S. golf courses in 2013. Total land 

area occupied by wind plants in 2050 (accounting 
for requisite turbine spacing and typical densities) 
equates to less than 1.5% of the total land area in the 

contiguous United States. 

Continued wind deployment will need to account 
for the potential impacts on avian, bat, and other 
wildlife populations; the local environment; the 

landscape; and communities and Individuals living 
In proximity to wind projects. Continued research, 
technological solutions (e.g., strategic operational 

strategies and wildlife deterrents), and experience 
are anticipated to make siting and mitigation more 

effective and efficient. 
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The Study Scenario results in cumulative savings, benef its, and an array of additional impacts by 2050. 

System Costs• Benefitsb,c 

$ • • • $149 billion (3%) lower 14% reduction in cumulative $108 billion savings in 23% less water con sump-
cumulat!ve electric sector GHG emissions (12.3 giga- avoided mortality, morbidity, tion and 15% less water 
expenditures tonnes C02-equivalents), and economic damages from withdrawals for the electric 

saving $400 billion in cumulative reductions in power sector 
avoided global damages emissions of S02, NOx. and PM 

21,700 premature deaths 
from air pollution avoided 

Additional Impacts 

! it $ ~ 
1r'( 

Public Acceptance 
Energy Diversity Jobs Local Revenues Land Use and Wildlife 

Increased wind power Approximately $1 billion in annual Less than 1.5% Careful siting, 
adds fuel diversity, 600,000 wind-related land lease payments (106,000 km2) of continued research, 
making the overall gross jobs spread contiguous U.S. land thoughtful public 
electric sector 20% less across the nation. $440 million annual area occupied by engagement, and an 
sensitive to changes in lease payments for wind power plants emphasis on opti-
fossil fuel costs. offshore wind plants mizing coexistence 

Less than 0.04% can support con-
The predictable, long- More than $3 billion (3,300 km2) of tinued responsible 
term costs of wind in annual property contiguous U.S. land deployment that 
power create down- tax payments area impacted by minimizes or 
ward price pressure on turbine pads, roads, eliminates negative 
fossil fuels that can and other associated impacts to wildlife and 
cumulatively save infrastructure local communities 
consumers $280 billion 
from lower natural 
gas prices outside the 
electric sector. 

Note: Cumulative costs and benefits are reporte.d on a Net Present Value basis for the period of 20)3 through 2050 and reflect the difference 
in impacts between the Central Study Scenario and the Basr!line Scenario. Results reported l1ere rellec t central estimates within a range; sec 
Chapter 3 for additional detail. Financial results are reported in 2013$ except where otherwise noted. 

a. Electr ic sector expenditures include capital, fuel, and operations and maintenance for transmission and generation of all technologies modeled. 
but excludes consideration of estimated benefits (e.g., GHG emissions). 

b. l·lorbidity is the incidence of disease or rate of sickness in a population. 

c. Water consumption refers to water that is used and not returned to the source. Water withdrawals are eventually returned to the water source. 

Figure ES.3-8. Summary of costs, benefits, and other outcomes associated with the Study Scenario relative to the Baseline 
Scenario by 2050 
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